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We picked the top 250 performers since the previous peak in 2008. Staggering 167 of 
them were below 500 crore market cap companies. 
Why we love this space? 
Entrepreneurship rocks in India. India is the only place where you get paid for selling 
raddi. 
Any business takes at least 10 years to stabilize and come to a scale. And many often 
you get to participate in some excellent cos at the inflection point. Often these cos 
are listed by mistake as they came in during IPO boom of late 90s and raised small 
sum of money. Look for such cos. 
No institutional interest – thus lower valuations. 
Number are easier to understand, management is focused on only the business. 
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Its not easy yet this is the space where you will make big returns. Often you have to 
build a hypothesis and dream as to what the company can become few years down 
the line. 
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1. Quarterly turnarounds 
2. Reducing debt / improving working capital / maiden dividends 
3. Niche areas 
4. Favorable future of industry 
5. Products with demand supply gap 
6. Cheap valuations 
7. Illiquidity is our friend 
8. Look for patterns which you have seen in winners earlier. 
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Better to take the audience through the patterns or some of the points we noticed in 
earlier years. 
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1. Explain about balance sheet numbers. 
2. Company kept delivering and doing right things. 
3. The product feedback was excellent. The product was available in lower market 

and used to cost almost half of B Braun despite similar quality.  
4. The co had patents/registrations which came to highlight when the co won the 

case against B Braun in Germany and India 
5. How the intent of the company always looked right and the young promoters 

were very hard working 
6. How they could capture the benefits of automation in terms of margins….usually 

it gets passed on 
7. Talk about the troubles the co went trough and how could we stay on. 
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Why did we get interested in Avanti Feeds when it was just 30 Rs. And how could we 
remove our fears about the industry and get an insight about the opportunity ahead. 
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Co was talking of 2.5 times the sales in 2 years with a consistent 15% increase for 
next 5 years. 
This info was there in the explanatory statement as the salary of MD was high and 
they needed to justify 
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Often the important point is to see the underlying bullish tone. For eg in this case the 
management was again and again using words like – significant opportunity and 
continuously expanding at an aggressive pace. Also it was coinciding with the good 
nos of the co. So we got more confidence 
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The co had earlier enjoyed double digit margins, ROCE of 20-25%+ and had been 
paying out good dividends. So by seeing past nos we got a bit of insight that the co 
can do well again. 
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In the case of Kitex, we had got interested based on the consistent results and deep 
undervaluation at 60 levels. But at that time growth was not there. So the stock was 
ignored. 
 
In the march qtr the co posted good results but the key thing to see was the 
substantial increase in gross block. Which meant that the expansion the co had been 
talking since last 2-3 years has finally happened so the future should be good.  
 
When the promoter puts in money that is the time the thing will actually play out  
Don’t go just by news reports. 
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Many often it really helps to track a company from before and this is why we track so 
many small cap cos. Because it helps you build models and you can act quickly. 
 
For eg in 2013 annual report of Shilpa – we got really excited as this was the first time 
the co had given out so many details about their product, R&D etc and had 
repeatedly mentioned that it may create lot of intangible value. In any of the earlier 
reports the co never used to write much. So when somone who is low profile writes 
something good…it means something substantial may be happening. 
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See the highlighted points and compare it with past annual reports. 
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Hester caught our attention in June 2014 when it was the second time when they 
posted good results. Earlier the growth was not happening. Then we went back and 
read past annual reports and they were fantastic. It was hard to belive that a co with 
such a small market cap was doing so good work. 
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It was actually as mis-priced opportunity as you can see from the earlier press release 
that the co had mentioned that they couldn’t do well as one product was 
discontinued. However, the important thing was that we could draw the parallel with 
our earlier experience with Poly Medicure – that Hester had successfully developed a 
MNC vaccine inhouse! This was a big thing and pointed towards high R&D 
 
Also it was good to see such a small co having a good div payout policy. 
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We had bought this stock when it came into call auction and market cap was just 10 
Cr. The valuations were really no-brainer. The co had posted 2 very good qtrs and if 
they were to be repeated, the stock was at just 2-3 times PE. 
 
Another thing we saw in the annual report was that this co was having 5 
plants/offices in Mumbai….so value can’t be just 10 Cr. Also, the co had been paying 
12% dividend. So very low risk overall 
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The just declared quarters had consistent growth + huge expansion in earnings. 
Effective PE was 2-3. + Promoter taking pref allotment + div of 12%. 
 
The website showed names of such big brands as customers. 
Also, now patterns can be quality of earning and balance sheet. 
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Its also very important to exit in time and early when things don’t play out. 
 
In above first 2 – we made money despite being wrong. So if you underpay – less 
chances of going wrong. Next three are still in progress. 
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- We have diversified portfolio. Out of 10 such ideas few will outperform. About 10-
15 stocks form 60-70% of portfolio. Then we can have 30-50 stocks. 
- Need to have starting positions if something is interesting. Otherwise of out of sight, 
out of mind. 
- It takes at least 6 months+ to get a right feel of the company; huge patience needed 
- Hence have to cultivate several ideas 
- Start small and then scaleup 
- It is very hard to monitor these large number of names in portfolio 
- Now moving towards concentration. 
 

-We feel its important for any newbie to study lots of company then only one will 
come to know what is good and what is bad. 
-Also we feel this planting of new ideas is like R&D a pharma co does. If you want 
good winners in future then you need to plant new ideas. 
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Like dad says – Either you are talented or you need to work real hard. There is no 
other way  
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